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About usWe’re on a mission to revolutionise women’s fashion by making it more sustainable

and affordable. Our message is clear: we believe thoughtfully made clothes can exist at an

accessible price point with sustainable materials. At Nobody’s Child, we’re driven by creating

responsible and affordable fashion for kind and spirited women. We are an independent,

London-based brand, powered by a passionate team of change makers and skilled people who

make our clothes. The good news? You could be apart of the journey!About YouWe are

looking for a driven & experienced Senior Blouses and Tops Buyer who can hit the ground

running, to join our dynamic and fast paced Buying team.Nobody’s Child is a small and

agile but passionately run business. You will need to be highly organised and a natural

collaborator with impeccable communication skills who shares our brand ethos in everything

you do, like and follow.Reporting directly into the Buying Director, you will manage and

provide support across multiple product areas.Day to day, you'll:Manage Blouses and Tops

womenswear reporting into the Director of BuyingManaging & maintaining good supplier

relationships and KPI’s including monitoring sampling requirements in line with projected

levels of businessNegotiate cost prices to ensure margins are achieved with best product

deliveryAssist with the product development process from design brief to launchOwn and

lead critical path for your product areas to ensure intake and distribution targets are

metAttending all fit sessions, working closely with the Garment technical team ensuring

product fit is of a high commercial standardUnderstanding of reports and confident in suggesting

trade actions identifying opportunity & riskMonitor competitor analysis and completing comp

shopsTeam development and coaching for junior buying members of the teamIdeally, you'll
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come with:Experience operating at a Buyer or Senior buyer levelSignificant experience on

softsExperience of planning and developing product with Merch and DesignerHighly

organised, self-motivated, flexible approach to managing high workload & ad hoc tasksIf this

sounds like your next opportunity, please apply and we will be in touch!At Nobody’s Child,

we are committed to creating an inclusive, diverse and equitable workplace. We aim to ensure

that we are always recruiting, retaining and promoting a diverse mix of talent and

encourage all to apply to join our journey!
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